Learn German with DW
Discover the language and culture of Germany with the free
online German courses from Deutsche Welle (DW).
DW has been offering a modern and diverse range of German courses for over 60 years. The bilingual courses are ideal for beginners.
Advanced learners can improve their skills with special programs,
like an original telenovela. Whether you prefer reading texts, listening to audio clips, or watching videos, there’s something for every
kind of learner. And for those who wish to use the courses offline,
the course materials can also be downloaded.
dw.com/learngerman

Audiotrainer
100 lessons for learning vocabulary

Languages
Chinese, English, French, Portuguese,
Russian and Spanish

AUDIO TRAINER

Material
Worksheets and workbook
(purchasable from www.book2.de)

You can learn vocabulary with the Audiotrainer to help you get to know the basics
and effectively improve your pronunciation.
There are 100 lessons to help you learn to
ask questions and feel confident in everyday
life in Germany. All language courses can be
used online or downloaded as an MP3 file,
or you can subscribe to the entire series as a
podcast. The Audiotrainer lets you progress
at your own pace.
dw.com/learngerman/audiotrainer

Deutsch – warum nicht?
The classic audio language course

Languages
German, English and 26 other languages
Material
Manuscripts and exercise book to print out

Deutsch – warum nicht? tells the story of
Andreas in four series – a student who works
as a doorman at a hotel.
Each series offers 26 downloadable lessons
which include dialogues, explanations on
grammar, exercises, and audio files. The
course is bilingual, so you can learn German
comfortably in a language you are familiar
with. It is available in 28 different languages.
dw.com/learngerman/warumnicht

Deutsch Interaktiv
An online course for self-learning

Languages
German, English, Russian
Material
Interactive exercises, dictionary, grammar aids,
worksheets and study tips

Deutsch Interaktiv provides numerous exercises, audio files, videos, and picture series to
keep learning interesting. An overview of the
grammar and a dictionary with over 7,000
vocabulary words and pronunciation tips
make learning even easier. Sign up for free
to create your personal learning profile. The
program saves your results and guides you
through the course. This way, you can plan
your learning time to best suit your needs.
dw.com/learngerman/deutschinteraktiv

Jojo sucht das Glück
The telenovela for learning German

Languages
German
Material
Interactive exercises, manuscripts with
vocabulary aids, worksheets and lesson tips
for teachers, wallpapers and ringtones

Learn German from a completely different
perspective with Jojo sucht das Glück. Three
seasons, each with 33 exciting episodes and
interactive exercises, will help you to improve your language skills in a simple and fun
way. Who would have thought that German
could also be the language of love?
Join Jojo from Brazil in her search for
happiness, life and love in her new
hometown, Cologne!
dw.com/jojo
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